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Magnetite nanoparticles with hydrophilic surface coating are

prepared in polyamine solvents. The resulting products are highly

stable in polar solvent. The surface amine groups are available for

secondary reactions.

Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) have received

attention mostly due to their potential to stimulate applications in

clinical areas. Numerous studies have been reported on using

SPIONs for target delivery, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),

hyperthermia andmagnetic separation.1Themajority of these studies

adopted thermal decomposition of several iron precursors in non-

polar solvent as the method to prepare SPIONs because of the high

degree of uniformity, crystallinity andmagnetic properties that can be

achieved by this route.2 However, the resulting nanoparticles (NPs)

are hydrophobic on the surface and capped by monofunctional

ligands which are unable to sustain a secondary reaction for further

modification. Consequently, these NPs are usually treated with

sophisticated room temperature ligand exchange reaction to modify

the surface moiety with desired functionalities.3 Although co-precip-

itation and microemulsion methods can offer NPs with good solu-

bility in aqueous solution,4 a relatively lower degree of control over

the size distribution and crystallinity still limit their practical

applications.

Several high-temperature synthetic approaches have been devel-

oped to prepare water-soluble SPIONs by performing the synthesis in

polar solvent at elevated temperature.5 Not only can these high

boiling point polar solvents (i.e. diethylene glycol and 2-pyrrolidone)

provide awide operating-temperature range, they also act as reducing

agents and coordinating ligands that can effectively stabilize the NPs

during the reaction and prevent aggregation.6 Despite interest in

direct preparation of uniform water-soluble NPs, the reactivity and

availability of the surface functional groups of ligand shell remain an

issue, which hinders the subsequent functionalization step for

designing complicatemultifunctional agent for clinical diagnostic and

treatment.

Besides carboxylates,7 phosphates,8 and sulfates,2a primary amines

are also known to bind to the surface of NPs due to their coordi-

nating ability with many transition metals.2c,9 While ligand exchange

reactions and hydrothermal synthesis of iron oxide NPs using

hydrophilic molecules containing amine functionalities as ligand have

been reported,2a,10 the colloidal chemistry using polyamines as solvent

and stabilizing agents is unexplored, and little attention has been paid

to their interesting properties such as high boiling point, water-

solubility and reduction abilities. Additionally, amine groups are also

well-known for their reactivity in bioconjugation chemistry. A variety

of organic molecules are able to couple with amine-containing

molecules and give a stable amide or secondary amine bond in a rapid

and high yield reaction.11 Herein, we report a one-pot synthesis

method, using polyamine as both solvent and stabilizing agents to

prepare water-soluble amine functionalized Fe3O4 NPs.

Fig. 1 TEM images and size statistics for Fe3O4 NPs: (a,d,g) low reso-

lution, (b,e,h) high resolution, (c,f,i) size distribution of different sized

Fe3O4 NPs.
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Fig. 1a is a typical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image

of as-prepared Fe3O4 NPs. The narrowly distributed NPs with an

average size of 7.4 nm (SD ¼ 9.5%) can be easily achieved by

refluxing iron source in polyamine without any size selection process

(see ESI†). Synthesis conditions such as concentration of the

precursors, heating rate were varied to understand the formation of

the NPs. It is suggested that mild heating ramp is important to

achieve narrow size distribution while rapidly heating the system

from room temperature to reflux (20 �C min�1) would result in NPs

with broad size distribution (Fig. S1†). Uniform Fe3O4 NPs with

larger diameter can be accomplished via a seed-mediated growth

method. Bymixing the seeds, 7.4 nmNPs, withmore iron precursors,

the average diameter is increased to 9.8 nm (SD¼ 12.2%). Following

the same procedure, 12 nm or larger NPs can be prepared. The

histogram of each size group of the Fe3O4 NPs is given in Fig. 1 and

examination of this figure shows that different sized Fe3O4 NPs are

all quasi-spherical with small size deviations.

High resolution TEM (Fig. 1) andXRD studies (Fig. S2†) confirm

good crystallinity and phase purity of the as prepared NPs, and the

XRDpatternmatches well with the standard bulkmagnetite (JCPDS

no 19-0629). Previous studies have shown that, metal precursors can

be reduced and yield nucleation in the present of primary amines.9,12

Similar results are observed in the present study, indicating a vital role

of hydrophilic TETA in the synthesis of iron oxide NPs. Although,

a clear mechanism is not yet fully understood, polyamines are

believed to provide a reductive environment to partially reduce the

iron precursors and facilitate the nucleation and subsequent growth

period.

The magnetic properties were studied in a Quantum Design

SQUID magnetometer (MPMS XL-7) and Fe3O4 NPs of all sizes

exhibit superparamagnetism at 300 K (Fig. S3†). The weight

percentages of Fe3O4 NPs in different sizes were acquired by TGA

and confirmed by ICP-AES. After normalizing to the magnetic

core, the saturation magnetizations of pure Fe3O4 are 75.8 emu g�1,

79.5 emu g�1 and 82.0 emu g�1 respectively, which are very close to

the value of magnetite NPs in similar size reported in the

literature.2c,12,13

The surface composition of as-synthesized NPs was studied by

FT-IR and XPS. As shown in Fig. S4, as-prepared NPs give similar

spectrum as neat TETA. The peak at 1600 cm�1 is assigned to N–H

bending, and the peaks in 2800 cm�1 to 3000 cm�1 region are cor-

responded to the symmetric and asymmetric CH2 stretches, which

indicate that as-prepared Fe3O4 NPs are coated with polyamine

molecules (see ESI† for detailed calculation). As reported in the

literature, the binding energy of N 1s will shift to lower value if

a chemical bond is formed between the nitrogen andmetal elements.5b

From XPS study (Fig. S5†), we observed that the binding energy of

N 1s was sifted to 369.9 eV, indicating a direct coordination of

nitrogen with iron, which directly prove the presence of TETA as

capping ligand on the surface of NPs. The TETA protected NPs can

be easily dispersed in polar solvents such as alcohols, DMSO and

water or buffer solutions for several months without any precipitates.

The small polydispersity from DLS measurement (Table S1†) also

confirm the good colloidal stability of polyamine coated NPs.

Additionally, ascribed to the protonation of multiple amine groups

from polyamine molecules, TETA coated NPs are highly positively

charged in aqueous solution.

The surface moiety of NPs should not only tolerate different

reaction conditions to protect the inner core materials, but also

present enough reactivity and availability for secondarymodification.

As indicated from IR and zeta potential measurement, there are free

amine groups dangling near the surface of the TETA coated NPs,

which provide possible reaction sites for further modification. We

have adopted two pathways to study the surface reactivity. Previous

studies have shown that amine-functionalized NPs can be used for

noble metal NPs or quantum dots (QDs) attachment.14 Herein,

negatively charged gold crystals with an average diameter of 3 nm

were used. From TEM study (Fig. 2a), small gold nanocrystals are

uniformly attached onto the surface of Fe3O4 NPs. No observable

change was found in TEM study after a one hour sonication treat-

ment, implying a strong affinity of gold to amine groups. Similarly,

QDs can also be decorated to the surface ofNPs via their affinity with

amines (see ESI†).

Besides their affinity with transition metal elements, amine groups

are also expected to be reactive in organic reactions. For example,

under the activation of zero length linker EDC, biocompatible

polymer polyacrylic acid (PAA) was coupled to the surface of

magnetite NPs via amine side. The significant changes in the zeta

potential values and weight percentage in organic layer from ICP

measurement suggest a successful coupling. Additionally, from

FT-IR study (Fig. 2b), the two intense peaks at 1581 cm�1 and

1414 cm�1 are assigned to asymmetric and symmetric COO-

stretching. The absorption peak corresponding to C]O of

carboxylic group is located at 1704 cm�1, which also demonstrates

that the conjugation between free amine group and PAA is ach-

ieved. TEM studies showed that this functionalization does not

cause any effect on the shape or size of the NPs. Biocompatible

polymer coating can prolong the circulation time and effectively

reduce nonspecific interaction with protein and other biomolecules,

which makes the surface modified iron oxide NPs promising

candidate as contrast agent in MRI.

Many studies have shown that magnetic NPs can be applied in

separation of bio-relatedmolecules. Here, the strong binding between

biotin and streptavidin was chosen as a model to test the potential of

polyamine coated magnetite NPs in bioseparation. Biotin was first

conjugated to the as-prepared NPs under similar reaction condition

as in PAA conjugation. FT-IR scan shows that a strong amide bond

located at 1681 cm�1 (Fig. S6†) appeared after the conjugation. From

TEM study, no obvious difference was observed after the coupling of

biotin. To test their ability in bioseparation, the biotin conjugated

NPs dispersion was added to a PBS buffer containing FITC-labeled

Fig. 2 (a) TEM image of gold nanocrystals attached Fe3O4 NPs (inset:

EDS scan of Au@ Fe3O4). (b) TEM image of Fe3O4 NPs functionalized

with PAA (inset: FT-IR spectrum of Fe3O4 NPs after functionalization

with PAA).
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streptavidin. After shaking for 30min, the solid product was collected

with a small permanent magnet and the solution was measured. As

illustrated in the emission spectra (Fig. S7†), the fluorescent intensity

dropped to only 4% of the initial intensity. As a control group,

as-prepared Fe3O4 NPs without biotin conjugation were also incu-

bated with FITC-labeled streptavidin for 30 min and collected with

a magnet. The fluorescent intensity of the remaining solution still

exhibited 80% intensity of the origin (Fig. S8†), indicating that the

sharp intensity drop must result from the effective binding of biotin-

Fe3O4NPs with streptavidin rather than non-specific interactionwith

the proteins. The biotinylated Fe3O4 NPs were also mixed with Cy5

labeled normal mouse IgG, and 90% of the intensity remained after

the separation (Fig. S9†), implying a very limited non-specific inter-

action with irrelevant proteins. The fluorescent images of isolatedNP

dispersion under UV light (Fig. 3a) gave a direct-viewing of the

efficient separation process. We also tested their separation ability in

a mixture of different types of proteins. Under identical experimental

condition, a mixture of Cy5 labeled normal mouse IgG and FITC-

labeled streptavidin was incubated with biotin-Fe3O4 NPs. The

separation process (Fig. 3b) caused only 13% decrease of fluorescent

intensity in Cy5 while 91% of the FITC-labeled streptavidin

was collected during the process. Meanwhile, the fluorescent color of

the solution was changed from yellow to red during the separation,

which implies that streptavidin are specifically separated by biotin-

Fe3O4 NPs.

We describe a wet chemistry synthesis procedure to prepare

narrowly distributed, spherical shapedmagnetite NPs with controlled

size using polyamines as solvent, reducing and stabilizing agents. The

surface moiety not only stabilizes NPs in various polar solvent, they

also provide functional groups that are available for either attach-

ment of a different nanomaterial or biomolecules conjugations.

Separation of streptavidin from a mixture of protein using biotin

linked NP clearly demonstrated the potential of the magnetite NPs

prepared by our method in bioseparation applications. A systematic

study is under way to understand the synthesis mechanism. We

expect these findings will help us extend this method to the synthesis

of other transitional metal ferrite nanoparticles.

This work was supported by a research grant from Louisiana

Board of Regents contract no. LEQSF (2007–12)-ENH-PKSFI-

PRS-04. We thank Dr Baobao Cao for his help in the TEM study

and Kai Wang for helpful discussions.
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